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A Gorenstein ideal K in a local ring R is in the class .YP if there is a sequence of 
linked ideals lo - I, - -I,, = K with I, a complete intersection and I,, 
Gorenstein for all i. If K is in .X, then K is linked to a complete intersection by a 
sequence of “tight double links.” This means there is a sequence lo = J, - J, - - 
J2,,, = K, such that for each p, J,, , is an almost complete intersection of the form 
(b, J. W) and its immediate neighbors are linked to it by the “similar” regular 
sequences (b, y) and (b, WS), respectively. In this sense J, and Jz,,+z are “tightly 
linked” Gorenstein ideals. Let k be an algebraically closed field and A = 
k[X,,..., X,]/K with K in 2”. The k-algebra A is rigid if and only if it is linked to a 
regular complete intersection by a sequence of semi-generic tight double links. It 
follows that if A is rigid, then it is regular in codimension six. 0 1985 Academic PRSS, 
Inc. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper k is a field (often algebraically closed), all rings are 
commutative and noetherian, and g is a positive integer, usually at least 3. 
If Y is a matrix containing entries y, that are indeterminates, then k[Yj 
means k[{ y,>j. The symbol a or [a] represents a row vector and (a) is the 
ideal generated by the entries of a. In particular [c + ua] is the row vector 
cc, + flu, )...) c, + vu,]. 
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Let Z be a proper ideal of the ring R with finite projective dimension. The 
grade of Z is the length of a maximal R-sequence contained in I. The 
codimension of Z (or the codimension of R/I) is dim R-dim R/I. If R is 
Cohen-Macaulay then the grade of I is equal to the height of Z; if R is also 
local, then both concepts coincide with the codimension of I. The ideal Z is 
called perfect if grade I= pd,(R/Z). A perfect ideal Z of grade g is a 
Gorenstein ideal if Ext;(R/Z, R) is a cyclic R/Z-module. It follows from Bass 
[2, Proposition 5.11 that if Z is a Gorenstein ideal in a Gorenstein ring R, 
then R/Z is also a Gorenstein ring. A perfect grade g ideal is an almost com- 
plete intersection if it is minimally generated by g + 1 elements. (Note that 
an almost complete intersection is not a complete intersection.) Perfect 
grade g ideals Z and J in a Gorenstein local ring R are linked (Z-J) by the 
regular sequence x, if (x): I= J and (x): J= I. The starting point of the 
theory of linkage is the following theorem found in Peskine and Szpiro [ 14, 
Propositions 1.3 and 2.61 or Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [3, Propositions 
5.1 and 5.21. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let Z be a perfect ideal of grade g in a Gorenstein local 
ring R and let x be a length g regular sequence which generates an ideal 
which is properly contained in I. Zf J= (x): Z, then 
(1) J is a perfect ideal of grade g, and 
(2) (x): J=Z. 
Moreover, if F and G are minimal free resolutions of R/Z and RI(x), respec- 
tively, and $: G -+ F is any map induced by the inclusion (x) c J, then the 
mapping cone of the dual of $ is a free resolution of R/J, In particular 
(3) if Z is a Gorenstein ideal, then J = (x, w) for some w, and 
(4) if Z is minimally generated by (x, w), for some w, then J is a 
Gorenstein ideal. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A grade g Gorenstein ideal K of a Gorenstein local 
ring is in the class J? if there is a sequence of links 
with Z, a complete intersection and Zzi Gorenstein for all i. 
By Theorem 1 .l, each Zzi+ , is generated by g + 1 elements. Either Zzi+ r is 
an almost complete intersection or it is a complete intersection. If Zzi+, is a 
complete intersection for some i, then by Kunz [7] Zzi and ZIi+, are also 
complete intersections. By starting the chain at Zzit2 in place of Z,, we may 
insist that Zzj is Gorenstein and I,, , is an almost complete intersection for 
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all j. As far as we know all Gorenstein ideals of k[X, ,..., X,J which are in 
the linkage class of a complete intersection are in X. 
Question 1.3. Suppose A = k[X, ,..., X,1/K is a Gorenstein algebra and 
there is a sequence of links 
Jo-J,- ... N J,=K 
with Jo a complete intersection. Is there a sequence of links 
K,-K,- ... “K,,=K 
with K, generated by a regular sequence and K,; Gorenstein for all i? 
Of course, if the question is answered in the affirmative, then this paper 
describes all Gorenstein algebras in the linkage class of a complete intersec- 
tion In particular, any rigid specimen is regular in codimension 6. 
In [S, 123 we produced families of codimension 4 Gorenstein algebras. 
In [9 J we showed that these families were obtained from a complete inter- 
section by a sequence of “big from small” constructions. (This construction 
produces a Gorenstein ideal with more generators than the original one.) 
In [lo] we showed that the “big from small” construction amounts to 
double linkage by Gorenstein ideals; strong results, however, are only 
obtained in the context of ordinary linkage via complete intersections. In 
the present paper we emphasize the symmetry of the linkage involved in 
the big from small construction. Consequently we say that there is a tight 
double link between two Gorenstein ideals rather than saying that one is 
obtained from the other by the big from small construction. 
Let A = k[X, ,..., X,]/K where K is a Gorenstein ideal in X’. We show 
(Theorem 2.2) that A is linked to a complete intersection by a sequence of 
tight double links. We also show (Theorem 3.9) that A is rigid if and only if 
it is linked to a formal power series algebra by a sequence of semi-generic 
tight double links. We conclude (Theorem 3.11) that if A is rigid, then A is 
regular in codimension 6. 
We note that the conclusion of Theorem 3.11 may fail if A is taken to be 
merely Cohen-Macaulay instead of Gorenstein. For example, the algebra 
delined by the 2 x 2 minors of a generic 2 x 3 matrix is rigid and Cohen- 
Macaulay, but it is regular only in codimension 3. Theorem 3.11 encom- 
passes many previously known examples. Every rigid codimension 3 
Gorenstein algebra is defined by the maximal order pfaffians of a generic 
alternating matrix and is in the linkage class of a complete intersection. 
The codimension of the singular locus of such algebras is precisely 7. (See 
Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [3, Proposition 6.11.) Let A be the algebra 
which is one general double link from the codimension g complete intersec- 
tion k = k[X, ,..., XJ/(X ,,..., X,). In [11] A was recognized as the versa1 
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deformation of the algebra defined by a Herzog ideal and it was shown that 
the codimension of the singular locus of A is precisely 7. 
If Z and J are linked grade g ideals with Z Gorenstein, then p(J) 6 g + 1. 
It will sometimes happen that J is actually a complete intersection. Lemma 
1.4 determines precisely when this occurs. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let Z be a perfect grade g 2 1 Gorenstein ideal of the 
Gorenstein local ring R, and let K be a grade g complete intersection which is 
properly contained in I. Then K: Z is a complete intersection if and only if Z is 
a complete intersection and p(Z/K) = 1. 
Prooj If Z/K is cyclic, then Z is generated by g + 1 elements. Almost 
complete intersections are never Gorenstein (Kunz [7]); hence Z is a com- 
plete intersection. We can find generators yi,..., y, for Z so that 
K= (yl,..., . y,_ i, -ryJ for some non-unit x of R. It follows that K: Z is the 
complete intersection (y, ,..., yg- i, xl. 
If K: Z is the complete intersection J, then Z = K: J is linked to a complete 
intersection; hence by part (3) of Theorem 1.1, Z= (K, w) for some w. It 
follows from Kunz that Z is a complete intersection. It also follows that 
p(Z/K) = p((K, w)/K) d 1. But Z/K is not zero, so ,u(Z/K) = 1. 1 
The following result generalizes the well-known theorem of Hochster [4] 
that aX is a regular sequence if a = [a , ,..., a,] generates an ideal of grade 
g> 1 and X is an n x g matrix of indeterminates. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let a be a 1 x n vector which generates a grade g ideal 
of the Cohen-Macaulay local ring R. Let r and t be non-negative integers 
with 0 < r + t < g, and let W and Y be (n - t) x r and (n - t) x t matrices of 
indeterminates. Zf 
, 
then b is a regular sequence of length t + r in R[ Y, Wj. 
Proo$ Let X be a t x r matrix of indeterminates , Z be a t x t matrix of 
indeterminates, Y= YZ, w= W+YX, and f = det Z. In 
R[Y’, W’,X,Z,f-‘J=R[Y, W,X,Z,f-‘],c=a[,$$]iswellknownto 
be a regular sequence, and (c) = (b). Then b is a regular sequence in 
R[ Y, W, X, Z,f-‘1 and hence also in R[ Y, W] and R[Y, w]i. 1 
We close this section with a general position lemma which is used in Sec- 
tion 2. 
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LEMMA 1.6. Let PI,..., P, be non-maximal prime ideals in the local ring 
(R, m). If y,,..., y, are elements which generate an ideal of R not contained 
in any of the given primes, then there are elements a2,..., a,, of m with 
y, + C$ aj yi not in P, for any k. 
Proof. We may as well assume that there are no containments among 
P I,..., P,,,. For each k, 2 Q k < n, let Sk = {i ( yj 4 Pi for some j < k} and let 
T, = {i ( y, ,..., yk- i E Pi, yk $ P,>. Observe that Sk and i”k are disjoint for 
each k. It follows from the usual prime avoidance argument (see, for exam- 
ple, Matsumura [13, (l.B)]) that 
J,=@tn 
( ) 
(-, Pi g (, Pi. 
is& ie Tk 
Select an element ak in J,+ that is not in Pi for any i in Tk. Let 
x = y, + C;= 2 a, yi. It is an easy exercise to show that x is not in any of the 
primes P, ,..., P,. 
2. TIGHT DOUBLE LINKS 
In this section we show that each Gorenstein ideal in 2 is linked to a 
complete intersection by a sequence of tight double links. 
DEFINITION 2.1. If K’ and K are grade g Gorenstein ideals of the 
Gorenstein local ring (R, m), then there is a tight double link between K 
and K if there is an almost complete intersection J= (b, y, w) with b, y and 
b, w both length g regular sequences and K’ = (b, y): J-J- (b, w): J= K. 
THEOREM 2.2. If R is a Gorenstein local ring and K is a grade g 
Gorenstein ideal of R in 2, then K is linked to a complete intersection by a 
sequence of tight double links. 
Proof. It suflices to show that if K and K’ are grade g Gorenstein ideals 
and I is a grade g almost complete intersection with K’ N I- K, then K is 
linked to K’ by a sequence of tight double links, 
Claim. Let 2 d s < g be an integer and b = b, ,..., b,-, be a regular 
sequence. Suppose that x, ,..., x,, b and y, ,..., y,, b are both regular sequen- 
ces which form the beginning of a minimal generating set for the grade g 
almost complete intersection 1. Then there are elements b,, x’, ,..., XL- i, and 
y; ,..., y:- , with (y, ,..., ys) = (y; ,..., y:- i, b,) and (x; ,..., xi- I, b,, b): Z 
linked to (x, ,..., x,, b): I by a sequence of tight double links. 
Proof of claim. Select w and v so that I is minimally generated by both 
Xl ,..., x,, b, w and y, ,..., y,, b, v and any proper subset of either set is a 
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regular sequence. There is an invertible (s + 1) x (s + 1) matrix A4 with 
cx , ,..., x,, WI M= CYI,..., y,, u] mod(b). Since s 2 2 at least one entry in 
the submatrix of M formed by deleting the last row and column is a unit. 
Rearrange the x’s and y’s (getting xi ,..., xi, y; ,..., y:) to get mss a unit. 
Since no associated prime of xi ,..., xi _ i, b can contain the grade g ideal 
(y; ,..., y;., b) we can use Lemma 1.6 to find CI, ..., CI,- i in m with 
60, 4 ,*.., xi- i, b a regular sequence for 6,, = y: + C;zi a, y:. 
It is clear that (x’, ,..., xi) = (x1 ,..., x,) and (yI ,..., y,) = (y’, ,..., yi- I, b,). A 
straightforward calculation shows that bO z (unit) xi mod(x; ,..., xl-, , b, w). 
It follows that xi ,..., xi-, , 6,, b, w is a generating set for I. Since 
I= (b, x; ,..., xi-,, xi, w) with b, xi ,..., xi-,, xi and b, xi ,..., xi-,, w both 
regular sequences, we have (b, xi ,..., x,): Z= (b, xi ,..., xi- i, xl): Z-Z- 
(b, 4 ,..., xi.-,, w):Z is a tight double link. Similarly, since 
I= (b, x; ,..., xi- ,, w, b,) with b, xi ,..., xl-i, w, and b, xi ,..., xi-,, b, both 
regular sequences, we have (b, xi ,..., xi-, , w): Z-Z- (b, xi ,..., xi- i, 6,): Z is 
a tight double link and the claim is established. 
Repeatedly applying the claim to K and K’, we find elements 
b = 6, ,..., bg-,; y, v, x, w with 
(1) b, y, v and b, x, w both minimal generating sets for Z, 
(2) any proper subset of either set is a regular sequence, 
(3) K= (b, y): Z, and 
(4) K’ is linked to (b, x): I= K” by a sequence of tight double links. 
The exact same reasoning as used in the proof of the claim shows that 
(after dividing by a unit) either y z x + tlw or y = w + ax mod(b) for some 
CI. If yrx+aw, then K” = (b, x): Z-Z= (b, x, w)-(b, w): Z and 
(b, w): Z-Z= (b, w, y)-(b, y): I= K are both tight double links. If 
y z w + c(x, then K” = (b, x): Z-Z= (b, x, y)- (b, y): I= K is a tight double 
link. In either event K” (hence K’) is joined to K by a sequence of tight 
double links. 
Remark. The proof shows that a “loose” double link K’ - I- K with K 
and K’ grade g Gorenstein ideals and Z an almost complete intersection 
may be replaced by r tight double links: 
K’=K,-z-K,~z-K~h.zw . . . ,z,K,=K 
for some r <2g. In a somewhat different context Huneke [S, Proof of 
Theorem 1.1 l] has replaced one double link (x, ,..., x,): Z-Z- (y, ,..., y,): Z 
by a succession of double links: (x(O)): Z-Z-(x”‘): I- . . . -I- (xCg)): Z 
where the regular sequences x(‘) and xCi+ ‘) differ only at one position. He 
does not, however, control the minimal generators of I. 
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3. RIGID GORENSTEIN ALGEBRAS DEFINED BY IDEALS IN 2 
Fix an algebraically closed field k. We show that if A = k[X,,..., X,1/K 
with K a Gorenstein ideal in 2, then A is rigid if and only if A is linked to 
k by a sequence of semi-generic tight double links. It then follows that if A 
is rigid, then A is regular in codimension 6. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Z be a grade g Gorenstein ideal of the Gorenstein 
local ring S. Let a be a 1 x n vector which generates Z, t be an integer with 
0 < t d g - 1, Y be an (n - t) x (g - 1) matrix of indeterminates, and u be 
an indeterminate. Define b to be the vector 
1, 0 
a P--l Y . 
Let y be any element of ZS[Yj with b, y a regular sequence and 
p(Z/(b, y)) >, 2. If w is any element of S[y4 such that J= (b, y): Z is 
generated by (b, y, w), and K= (b, w + uy): J, then S[Y, ujj/lv is a semi- 
generic tight double link of S/Z. 
(Note: If Z isn’t a complete intersection, then the hypothesis on Z/(b, y) 
imposes no constraint. If Z is a complete intersection, then either t < g - 3 
or t = g - 2 and y E m,r.vl I.) 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The ideal K of the definition is a grade g Gorenstein 
ideal. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.5 we know that b is a regular sequence. Since 
,u(Z/(b, y)) B 2, we may apply Lemma 1.4 to see that .Z is an almost com- 
plete intersection. Since b, y is a regular sequence and .Z is minimally 
generated by b, y, w, then it is clear that J is also minimally generated by 
b, y, w + uy and that b, w + oy is a regular sequence. It follows that K is a 
Gorenstein ideal, and there is a tight double link between Z and K. 
Remark 3.3.. We say “semi-generic” instead of “generic” because 
b=a 
and t might be positive. The concept of “general double link” was 
introduced in [lo]. Let A = S/Z where Z is a Gorenstein ideal of grade g 2 3 
and S is a Gorenstein local ring. Let a be a 1 x n matrix which minimally 
generates I; let X be an n x (g - 1) matrix of indeterminates; u be an 
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indeterminate; and let c be a 1 x n vector which completes the diagram of 
minimal resolutions: 
R- . ..+ Rg-’ - R 
I 
c’ 
I II 
x 
R&R+ ... - R” i, R 
with (c) contained in one of the ideals (x,~,..., x,J and R = S[X’J. Then 
SIX, o]/(c + ua, ax) is the general double link of A. It is not difficult to see 
that every general general double link is a semi-generic tight double link. 
The fussy hypotheses (namely, that a minimally generates I, X is a fill 
matrix of indeterminates (i.e., r = 0), and (c) E (xl+., x,,)) guarantee that 
the general double link of a given algebra is unique up to R-algebra 
isomorphism. 
In the present paper we study the collection of rigid Gorenstein algebras 
in Z’. It does not matter to us that forming the semi-generic tight double 
link twice and holding all data except w constant may lead to non- 
isomorphic algebras. We will show that both algebras are rigid if the 
original algebra is rigid. 
Our next task is to show that rigidity passes across semi-generic tight 
double links. The main ideas of the proof are contained in the proofs of 
Theorems 5.1 and 2.1 of [ 10). Since a fair number of modifications have to 
be made, we will refer only to Theorem 4.2 of [lo]. Theorem 4.2 can be 
read to say that rigidity passes across semi-generic single links. A semi- 
generic tight double link is not two consecutive semi-generic single links. 
(For example: semi-generic tight double links preserve regularity up to 
codimension 6, but semi-generic single links preserve regularity only up to 
codimension 3.) Consequently, we think it best to state Theorem 4.2 
explicitly: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let S be k[X,,..., A’,] and let a be a 1 x n matrix which 
generates aperfect grade g ideal I of S. Suppose S/I is a rigid k-algebra. Let 
X be the n x g matrix. 
where Y is an (n - t) x g matrix of indeterminates and 0 d t 6 g. If z = aX 
and J is the ideal of S[ Yj defined by J= (2): I, then S[ q/J is rigid. 
(Note: by Proposition 1.5, z is necessarily a regular sequence.) 
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Our proof that rigidity passes across semi-generic tight double links has 
two steps. In Lemma 3.5 we show that if such a link is constructed with a 
very particular “JJ” but any “w,” then the result is rigid. In Lemma 3.6 we 
show that if “y,” “w,” and “y”’ are given, then it is possible to find w’ so 
that the semi-generic tight double link constructed using y and w is the 
same as the semi-generic tight double link constructed using y’ and w’. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let S be k[X ,,..., X,,, and a be a 1 x n matrix that 
generates the grade g Gorenstein ideal I of S. Assume that S/I is rigid. Let Y 
and Z be (n - t) x (g - 1) and (n - t) x 1 matrices of indeterminates for some 
t withO<t<min{g-l,p(Z)-2). LetMbe thenxgmatrix 
1, 0 
M= 
l--i--l Y z 
and let [b, y] = ahI. Let J= (b, y): I in R = S[Y, Zj. Zfw is any element of 
R with J= (b, y, w) and K is the ideal (b, w + vy): J= (b, w + uy): y in R[ul, 
then R[uj/K is rigid, 
ProoJ By Proposition 1.5, b, y is a regular sequence. The number t was 
chosen so that p(Z/(b, v)) > 2; hence, by Lemma 1.4, J is an almost com- 
plete intersection. By Theorem 3.4, R/J is rigid. Let u, ,.., ug be indeter- 
minates and let 
I 
e=[b,w,y] 2 [ 1 U1”‘Ug 
Again we apply Proposition 1.5 to see that e is a regular sequence. If 
R = (e): J= (e): y, then by Theorem 3.4, R[u,,..., uJ/K’ is rigid. To show 
that B = R[ua/K is rigid, it will suffice to show that 
B5u, ,..., ug- ,I 1: R%u, ,..., ug- 1, u,ll/R. 
Let F be a resolution of R/(a) by free R-modules. We may assume that 
F, = 0 for i > g and F, = R. Endow F with a (not necessarily associative) 
algebra structure. (See Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [3, Proposition 1.11.) Let 
K be the exterior algebra which resolves R/(b). Define a comparison 
mapcr:K+F by 
cI(Ejl . . . Ej,) = c L,(fi,(. .. (fJ ..* 1) Wil,..., ir;jl,..., jr) 
l<il< “‘<i,$fl 
where {E, ,..., Ed} is a basis for K, , ( fi ,..., f,} is a basis for F1, and 
M((i); ( j)) is the determinant of the submatrix of M determined by rows 
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(i) and columns (j). Let w’= CI(E, ... sg). Since the mapping cone of the 
dual of c1 resolves R/J we see that J= (b, y, w’). Hence, uw = w’ +fy + 
C ribi for some unit u and elements f and ri of R. 
Now define an S[.Z, D ,,..., o,- ,I-automorphism of R[u ,,..., ug- ,I by 
B(yii) =yii + Zivj. Observe that B(y) = y and O(bi) = bj + yui = e, for 
1 6 i < g - 1. Also B(M) differs from M only by column operations; hence 
B(w’) = w’. If YE R, then e(r) = r + r’ for some r’ E (Zjv,). It follows that 
I= uw + Fy+C r+, for some element F of (Us,..., vgP1) R. Extend 
0 to be the isomorphism 4 from R[v, u ,,..., ug- ,a to Rfu, ,..., vgl] by 
defining o(v) = B(u-‘)[uv, - F]. Then #(~(w+uy))-u(w+u~Y)= 
ueg mod(e ,,..., e,-,). Consequently d(K) = 4[(b, u(w + vy)): y] = 
(e ,,..., eg- ,, ue,): y=K’. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let R be a Gorenstein local ring, v be an indeterminate, I be 
a grade g Gorenstein ideal of R, and b be a length g - 1 regular sequence in I. 
Let y and y’ be elements of I with b, y and b, y’ both regular sequences and 
p(Z/(b, y))>2 and p(Z/(b, y’)) 32. Let J= (b, y): Zand J’= (b, y’): I. Let w 
be any element of R with J= (b, y, w) and let K= (b, w + vy): J in R[vl. 
Then there is an element w’ of R with J’ = (b, y’, w’) and 
K = (b, w’ + uy’): J’. 
Prooj: Let a be a 1 x n matrix whose entries minimally generate Z, M be 
an n x g matrix with aM= [b, y], K be the exterior algebra resolving 
R/(b, y), and F be the minimal free resolution of R/I. Let a: K -+ F be any 
comparison of complexes which extends M: 
R Chyl + R&’ + . . . e., RET Eb,.vl + R 
R”’ R” -+.‘.+ R” AR 
The mapping cone of the dual of a resolves R/J, so we may modify a, and 
a g-I to ensure that ag= [w]. Let c’ be the last column of a,- 1. It is not 
dihicult to see that K= (b, c + va) R. (See, for example, the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 in [lo].) By embedding the minimal resolution of R/(b) into 
K we get the map of resolutions: 
R -...- Rg-’ -k+ R 
I 
c’ 
I II 
1 & II 
R -% R” +.‘.---+ R” A R 
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Extend this map of resolutions to a map a’ from K’, the minimal resolution 
of R/(b, y’), to F. The last column of aI,-, is c’. If the 1 x 1 matrix a: is 
[w’], then J’ = (b, y’, w’) and the same argument as used before shows that 
(b, c + va) = (b, w’ + uy’): y’. In other words K= (b, w’ + vy’): J’. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let S = k[X,,..., XJ and I be a grade g Gorenstein 
ideal. If A = S/I is rigid, then any semi-generic tight double link is also rigid. 
Proof Let R = S[Y, uJ and B = R/K be a semi-generic tight double link 
of A with K = (b, w + uy): J as described in Definition 3.1. Let Z be an 
(n - t) x 1 matrix of indeterminates, and let 
y'=a O [I Z’ 
By Proposition 1.5 b, y’ is a regular sequence. Let J’ = (b, y’): I. Since 
p(Z/(b, y’))>p(Z/(b, y))>2, we may apply Lemma 3.6 to find w’ with 
J’= (b, w’, y’) and (K) R[ZT] = (b, HJ’ + vy’): J’. By Lemma 3.5 R[a/K is 
rigid; hence B = R/K is rigid. 1 
The next result does not use the tools of deformation theory; hence, in 
this result only, k need not be algebraically closed. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let k be any field and let A be RJI where R = k[[X, ,..., X,] 
and I is a grade g Gorenstein ideal in 2. Then there is a formal power series 
algebra S= k[Y, ,..., YJ, a grade g ideal .9 of S, and a sequence s regular 
on both S and S/9 with S/# linked to a formal power series algebra by a 
sequence of semi-generic tight double links, S/(s) N R and 
(S/Y) OS R2: R/I. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, there is a sequence of Gorenstein ideals 
I O,..., I, = I with I, a complete intersection and 1; linked to Zip 1 by a tight 
double link. We induct on r. If I= I, = (f,,..., f,), simply take 
S=k[Y, ,..., Y,, X1 ,..., XJ, s= [Y,-f ,,..., Y,-f,], and -It=(Yl ,..., Y,). 
Now suppose that Z is not a complete intersection. We may assume that 
I is joined to I’ by a tight double link and that the result holds for R/Z’. In 
other words S’ = k[ Y, ,..., YJ, 9’ is a grade g Gorenstein ideal of S’, s’ is a 
sequence regular on S’ and S/S’ with S/9’ linked to a formal power 
series algebra by a sequence of semi-generic tight double links, S’/(s’) 2: R, 
and (S’/9’) OS, R = R/Z’. Let 8’ be the natural map from S’ to R = S’/(s’). 
By hypothesis there is an almost complete intersection J, a grade g - 1 
complete intersection K, and elements y and w with J= (K, y, w), both y 
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and w regular on R/K, I’ = (K, y): J, and I= (K, w): J. Choose generators 
a = [a, )...) a,, J for 9’ and b = [b, ,..., b,- ,] for K so that 
b=a ” ’ [ 1 0 M 
for some 1 and some matrix M with entries in the maximal ideal of R where 
8’(a,) = ai. (This is not difficult. Any set of generators a of X’ descends to a 
set of generators a of Z’. If b is any generating set of K, then there is a 
matrix N with entries in R and aN= b. There are invertible matrices $ and 
4 with $Nd in the desired form. Lift II/ to an invertible matrix Y with 
entries in S’. Replace b by b4 and a by ct!Z-I.) Let Y be an (n - t) x (g - 1) 
matrix of indeterminates, ube an indeterminate, and S= S’[Y, 01. Let s be 
the regular sequence of S consisting of s’, u, and all y,- [0 1 M],. Let 0 be 
the natural map from S to S/(s) = R and let 
Let q be any element of 9’S with 0(q) = y. Since 0(j3, q) is the regular 
sequence b, y and the map 13 consists of dividing out a regular sequence, we 
see that fl, v is a regular sequence. Let f = (p, q): 9’. By Theorem 1.1 we 
know that / is generated by p, q and one other element. In [6, Lemma 
2.123 Huneke and Ulrich describe how linkage specializes. Let Z and J be 
perfect ideals of the Gorenstein local ring S which are linked by the regular 
sequence a. If x is an element of S which is regular on S/(a), then J and f 
are linked by the image of a in S= S/(x), where J is the image of J in S. In 
the present context, the image of f = (fl, q): 9’ under 0 is (b, v): I’ = J= 
(b, ~1, w). Since Z= (K, w): J is not a complete intersection we know that J is 
an almost complete intersection, not a complete intersection; hence, f is 
the almost complete intersection (fl, q, o) for any w in 2 with f?(w) = w. It 
follows from the fact that f is an almost complete intersection, that 
p(y’/(p, q)) is at least 2. Let 9 = (p, o + uq): 9. Then S/3 is linked to 
S’/$’ by a semi-generic tight double link. Again by Huneke and Ulrich the 
linkage is preserved under specialization, so Q(3) = I. Since dim S/3 = 
ht(s) + dim(R/Z), we see that s is a regular sequence of S/3 and the proof is 
complete. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let A be k[rX, ,..., X,j/I where I is a Gorenstein idealfrom 
.X. Then A is rigid if and only if there are indeterminates T, ,..., T, so that 
A IT, ,..., T/j is linked to a formal power series algebra by a sequence of semi- 
generic tight double links. 
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Proof. If A [TI ,..., TJ is linked to a formal power series algebra by a 
sequence of semi-generic tight double links, then A is a rigid Gorenstein 
algebra by Corollary 3.7. Conversely, if A is in %‘“, then by Lemma 3.8, 
A = S/(s, #) where S = kjr Y, ,..., Y,,JJ, S/S is linked to k by a sequence of 
semi-generic tight double links, and s is a regular sequence on S/j. We can 
view S/X as a formal deformation of A, and if A is rigid, it follows that 
S/y z A[T,,..., r,J. (For a review of deformation theory, see Artin [I] or 
[lo, Propositions B, C, and D].) 
LEMMA 3.10. Let I he a Gorenstein ideal of the Gorenstein local ring R 
and let S/K be a semi-generic tight double link of R/I where S= R[Y, 01. If i 
is an integer with 0 < i < 6 and (R/I), is a complete intersection for all prime 
ideals p of R/I with ht p < i, then (S/K). is a complete intersection for all 
prime ideals P of S/K with ht P < i. 
Proof: Theorem 6.4 of [lo] applies because the ideal K from Definition 
3.1 is the K found in that theorem by virtue of [ 10, Theorem 2.11 or the 
comments in the proof of Lemma 3.6. 
THEOREM 3.11. If A = k[X, ,..., XJ /K IS a rigid Gorenstein algebra with 
K in 2, then A is regular in codimension 6. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.9 A[ Y, ,..., Y,,J is obtained from a formal power 
series algebra by a sequence of semi-generic tight double links. By Lemma 
3.10, if P is any prime of A with ht P < 6, then A, is a complete intersec- 
tion. By Theorem 6.1 of [lo] A, is also regular. 
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